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Abstract—This paper presents a parametric modeling and
integrated aircraft sizing and synthesis approach for a charge
depleting parallel hybrid electric architecture. The developed
models are integrated within the baseline thin-haul and regional
aircraft. In addition to the physical architecture, different modes
of operation enabled by propulsion system electrification are also
modeled parametrically. The modes of operation presented in this
paper are the peak power shaving, climb power electric boost,
in-flight battery recharging, and electric taxi. The sizing of the
powertrain and the aircraft are performed within the multidis-
ciplinary analysis and optimization environment, E-PASS. The
consideration of the physical system and its operation together
provides a holistic approach where the propulsion system and
the airframe are designed under an optimized power and energy
management strategy. The parametric nature of the work enables
the design space exploration for electrification and lays the
groundwork for future technology projection and uncertainty
quantification studies. The developed capability is generic and
can be applied on other aircraft classes. The work is done as part
of the Electrified Powertrain Flight Demonstration program.

I. INTRODUCTION

Electrified aircraft propulsion (EAP) is a rapidly emerging,
transformative concept, under development by NASA and the
aerospace industry for over a decade. It has the potential to
significantly reduce, and even fully eliminate fuel consumption
and aircraft emissions while allowing for more affordable and
quieter flights [1]. However, there are also significant chal-
lenges including technological, regulative, and infrastructural
barriers associated with this technology [2]. Electrification
must prove its viability, feasibility and benefits at smaller
commercial aircraft classes, such as thin-haul and regional,
before it can penetrate single-aisle and wide-body markets.

NASA is investigating the utilization of flight demonstra-
tions to rapidly mature and transition integrated EAP technolo-
gies and associated EAP-based vision systems for introduction
into the US fleet no later than 2035. This paper aims to present
a technical approach developed for the modeling, integration
and sizing of hybrid electric powertrains within the vision
systems. In this work, vision systems refer to commercial
transport concepts that are expected to enter the U.S. air
transportation system in the 2030 to 2035 timeframe.

The work presented in this paper builds on a series of papers
given in Ref. [3]–[6]. The previous work explored the design
and trade space for a 19-passenger (19-pax) thin-haul and a
50-passenger (50-pax) regional aircraft with EAP [3]. The 19-
pax and 50-pax technology reference and baseline models with
conventional propulsion systems were built parametrically [4].
This paper describes the modeling of selected hybrid electric
propulsion system architectures, their modes of operation, and
implementation on the 50-pax EAP system.

II. ELECTRIFIED POWERTRAIN ARCHITECTURE

The thin-haul and regional commuters present relatively
more short-term opportunities for electrification compared
to heavier jets. This work investigates the feasibility and
benefit assessment of a charge depleting parallel hybrid electric
propulsion architecture on the 50 passenger class EAP vision
system. This architecture uses electric machines to supplement
the thermal core power of a turbine engine and have the
ability to provide a substantial fraction of energy for short
range missions in all-electric or hybrid mode. Fig. 1 notionally
depicts the integrated electrified powertrain boundary. There
are two propellers on this system. During the hybrid electric
operation, each propeller is driven by a turboshaft engine and
an electric motor. The electric motors are powered by a battery
universal battery pack consisting of lithium-ion battery cells.
During in-flight charging, the electric motors act as generators
and convert the mechanical power on the shaft (generated
by the turboshaft engines) to electrical power to charge the
battery.

A. Parametric Modeling of the Propulsion Architecture

The development of parametric, physics-based models for
all the components shown in Fig. 1 was presented in detail
in previous work [3], [7] and will not be further explained in
this paper.

The modeling approach for the propulsion architecture and
its operation leverages a novel method of categorizing the
propulsion system components into three main sources and
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Fig. 1. Integrated electrified powertrain boundary. Main components were
grouped as energy sources (ES), power sources (PS), and thrust sources (TS).

establishing their relationships through a set of matrices, as
first introduced by Cinar in Ref. [7], [8]. These sources are:

• Thrust Source (TS): a subsystem that generates thrust
(e.g. propeller, fan)

• Power Source (PS): a subsystem that generates primary
power (e.g. gas turbine engine, electric motor, generator)

• Energy Source (ES): a subsystem that stores energy to
be used by the primary power source (e.g. battery, fossil
fuel, hydrogen fuel cell)

These three sources can be systematically used to describe
any type of propulsion system architecture. In Fig. 1, major
components of the parallel hybrid electric architecture were
mapped to the three source categories and enumerated by
identification numbers. The enumerated sources are used to
create the “interdependency matrices,” a set of matrices used
the describe the physical connection and the power flow during
an operation among the three source categories. These matrices
are used to lay out the following relationships:

• Thrust Source - Power Source Matrix (BTSPS): de-
scribes which thrust source(s) is directly connected to
which power source(s). E.g. in Fig. 1, propeller (TS-1)
is directly connected to the turboshaft engine PS-1 and
the electric motor PS-3. A “direct connection” means
that a source can be used to drive or power another
source without any other sources of the same category
in between.

• Driven Power Source - Driving Power Source Matrix
(BPSPS): If there are multiple power sources on the same
power path, this matrix identifies the power sources that
are directly connected to other power sources. E.g. in

Fig. 1, the turboshaft engine PS-1 drive the generator
PS-3 while the battery is being recharged.

• Power Source - Energy Source (BPSES): describes
which power source(s) gets its energy from which energy
source(s). E.g. in Fig. 1, the turboshaft engines PS-1 and
PS-2 are connected to the fuel tank ES-1, and the electric
motors PS-3 and PS-4 are connected to the battery ES-2.

The interested reader can refer to Ref. [9] for further details
and discussions on how to utilize this mathematical framework
to describe, build, and operate any type of architecture. Utiliz-
ing the framework in Ref. [9], four interdependency matrices,
B∞TS , BTSPS , BPSPS , and BPSES , were created to define
and operate the parallel hybrid propulsion system architecture
model depicted in Fig. 1 as follows:

BTS∞ =
[
λ∞,TS1 λ∞,TS2

]
(1)

BTSPS =

[
λTS1,PS1 0 λTS1,PS3 0

0 λTS2,PS2 0 λTS2,PS4

]
(2)

BPSPS =


0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

λPS3,PS1 0 0 0
0 λPS4,PS2 0 0

 (3)

BPSES =


λES1,PS1 0
λES1,PS2 0

0 λES2,PS3

0 λES2,PS4

 (4)

where λXY is the operational control variable defined for each
directly connected source X and Y . It is expressed as the ratio
of the power contribution of Source X (PXtoY ) to the required
or desired power of the upstream Source Y (PY ), as shown
in Eq. 5:

λXY = PXtoY /PY (5)

Note that, by this definition, the sum of λXY must be equal
to 1 for any row of the matrix BXY . Then, new property
matrices AX and AY can be defined for sources X and Y
such that these property matrices hold information (such as
power) of each source within the same source category:

PX =
[
PX1 PX2 ... PXm

]
(6)

PY =
[
PY 1 PY 2 ... PY n

]
(7)

Finally, the property of each Source X can be proportionally
propagated to a connected Source Y through a matrix multi-
plication with λXY . In the case of additive properties, such
as power, the propagation of power of multiple sources (X1,
X2, ..., Xm) driving another source (Y1, Y2, ..., Yn) can be
described as:

AX = AY BXY (8)

The interdependency matrices are used in the mission analysis
by calculating the power flow at the upstream and the down-
stream of every source, as depicted in Fig. 2. As shown in



this figure, the direction of electric power flow path reverses
when recharging the battery. The operational control variables
are then manipulated throughout the flight mission to change
the power management strategy. The most upstream power
requirement is the overall required thrust power (TV )req ,
which is a function of drag, and the time rate of change of
mechanical energy of the vehicle:

(TV )req = DV +
d

dt

(
Wh+

1

2

W

g
V 2

)
(9)

where D is drag, V is airspeed, t is time, W is weight, h is
altitude, and g is the gravitational acceleration. Then, (TV )req
is distributed to the thrust sources as defined by λ∞TS , where
the subscript ∞ denotes the free stream. Then, power required
from each source is calculated by going from upstream to
downstream using Eqs. 10 through 13 at every time step:

PTS = (TV )reqB∞TS (10)
P ∗

PS = PTSBTSPS (11)
PPS = P ∗

PSBPSPS (12)
PES = PPSBPSES (13)

where P ∗
PS in Eq. 11 is the power output of driven power

sources; it is an intermediary step in calculating the final total
power output of all power sources PPS in Eq. 12.

B. Gas Turbine Engine Model

To optimize the performance of a future hybrid electric
aircraft, the turbine engine performance, size and weight
should be considered along with the other components of the
vehicle. This capability is provided by a “scalable” engine
model, which predicts the expected performance and weight
of new centerline engine designs over a continuous range of
design power levels. The scalable engine model was developed
using the NASA Numerical Propulsion System Simulation
(NPSS) [10]. Future performance trends were derived from
several published sources, notably Refs. [11]–[13]. The engine
cycle, defined by the design pressure ratio (OPR) and turbine
inlet temperature (T4), is assumed to vary with engine design
power. Performance improvements are assumed to be due to
evolutionary improvements in component aerodynamics and
turbine cooling as well as the incorporation of new technolo-
gies such as CMC materials and 3D manufacturing. Turbine
cooling flows are estimated using the algorithm developed by
Gauntner [14].

A multiple design point (MDP) method [15] is used to
couple the top-of-climb power requirement to the sea level
calibration point. The three design points are defined as
follows:

• Sea level takeoff: calibration point; sets design power,
OPR, and T4

• Hot day: engine power is flat-rated to a 95◦F day; sets
turbine cooling and T4 limit

• Top-of-climb: engine is sized to provide required power
at TOC

C. Electric Powertrain Models
In an earlier study, the authors developed parametric,

physics-based models for the electric powertrain components
shown in Fig. 2. This section provides a brief overview of the
modeling assumptions and the interested reader is referred to
Ref. [3] for in-depth description for each model.

The parametric, loss-based electric motor model builds up
efficiency maps based on Coulomb frictional, windage, iron,
copper, and parasitic losses in an electric motor. The power
converter model functions as both inverter and rectifier. The
model assumes constant efficiency throughout flight. The AC
voltage and current are governed by the electric machine,
while the DC voltage is dictated by the battery. The power
converter weight is calculated based on specific power and
peak power. The parametric battery model takes in cell unit
information and sizes the pack for high level requirements such
as capacity and voltage. The baseline cells were modeled after
the Samsung INR18650-30Q cells which are used on the X-
57 Maxwell aircraft. The maximum and minimum limits of
the battery state of charge are 100% and 20%, respectively.
The electric cables were designed via efficiency which is
used to determine the resistance and total conductor area.
The weight is built up from cable components including the
conductors, insulation, magnetic shielding, and cooling jacket,
while accounting for void space between components.

III. ELECTRIFIED POWERTRAIN OPERATION

The design mission profile of the 50-pax EAP is depicted in
. More details of this mission (including the reserve mission
profile) was provided in Ref. [4]. This profile was modeled
by discretizing each flight segment using mission points. The
operational control variables were mapped to each mission
point and varied based on the desired power management
strategy. This modeling allows for the parametrization of the
power management strategy throughout the flight, eliminating
the need to make sub-optimal assumptions such as constant
hybridization throughout a mission segment.

The following modes of operation were identified and
parametrically modeled for the parallel hybrid electric vision
systems. The calculations provided in each section are repeated
at every mission point of the relevant mission segment(s).

A. Peak power shaving
The turboprop engines of the baseline aircraft were sized for

takeoff conditions. In a parallel hybrid electric architecture,
the battery and the electric motors can be used to provide
partial power during takeoff. This means that under otherwise
identical conditions, a smaller engine core with a lower peak
power would suffice to maintain the same aircraft takeoff
performance. This strategy provides engine weight savings
and potentially higher efficiency in cruise fuel burn. [3], [16].
An “electric motor power split” variable, Λem was defined
to control this strategy as the ratio of maximum total electric
motor power (Pem,max,total) to sea level static total power of
the aircraft (P0):

Λem = Pem,max,total/P0 (14)
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Fig. 3. 50-pax EAP mission profile. Only low altitude climb boost is shown
in this figure.

The power split variable is one of the sizing factors for the
engine and the electric motor, as described in Section IV-A.

B. Climb power boosting

In this model, the climb segment was parametrically hy-
bridized to assess the impact of the amount, timing, and
duration of hybridization as a function of electric motor power
and altitude. The duration and amount of the electric boost
has a significant impact on the battery size, as they contribute
to the required electric energy. Thus, this approach aims to
optimize the electrification strategy for the design mission
during the aircraft sizing process. The model is initialized by
the selection of low or high altitude electric boost (lo-alt and
hi-alt). The user also specifies the threshold altitude h∗ after
which the electrification starts (hi-alt) or stops (lo-alt). The
electric motor power during climb is determined by the electric
motor power code (PCem) as defined in Eq. 17. During climb,
the turboshaft engines were set to run at their max power
available which is a function of altitude (h), Mach number
(M ), and the maximum engine power code (PCengine,max).
Equations 15-18 describe the climb power boosting model:

(TV )clb = ηprop

4∑
j=1

PPS,j (15)

Pengine = fengine(h,M,PCengine,max) (16)
Pem = PCem Pem,max (17)

PCem =


0% < PCem ≤ 100%, if h ≤ h∗ & lo-alt
0% < PCem ≤ 100%, if h ≥ h∗ & hi-alt
0%, otherwise

(18)
where (TV )clb is the climb thrust power, ηprop is the propeller
efficiency, fengine is the turboshaft engine model, and Pengine

and Pem are the output shaft power of the turboshaft engine
and the electric motor, respectively. The mission profile in
Fig. 3 depicts the lo-alt case.

C. In-flight battery recharging

The battery must have sufficient charge at the beginning
of each mission. The design mission analysis made in this
study assumes 100% State of Charge (SoC) at the beginning
of the mission. The charging capability was included in the
powertrain models for cases where the necessary infrastructure
to fully charge the battery at the date does not exist or is not
viable. During recharging, the direction of power propagation
is reversed (as shown in Fig. 2), and the the battery is charged
by the gas turbine and the generator (i.e. turbogenerator). The
user specifies the charging C-rate, and the generators must
meet the charging power demand as allocated by BPSPS . The
generator power required to charge the battery is calculated in
Eq. 13, and added to the shaft power required to drive the
thrust sources in Eq.12. An iteration takes place on power
source efficiency.

In this application, the two generators provide equal power
to charge the battery synchronously. Charging occurs during
cruise and/or descent at the same or different rates. The
charging C-rate is capped based on the available power in
the power sources in the charging power path. Charging stops
when the battery state of charge is 100%. Previous work [3]
revealed that in-flight brings a substantial fuel burn penalty,
thus the powertrain and the aircraft must be designed to
provide a net fuel burn benefit even with in-flight charging.

D. E-taxi

The thin haul and regional aircraft are mostly utilized in
small airports which typically do not have heavy traffic. This
results in relatively short taxi in and out times compared to
larger transports, such as the 4 minute taxi allowance quoted
by the ATR-42 brochure [17]. However, fuel burned during



taxi is still significant and the resulting emissions contribute
to local air pollution at airports. The electric motors are also
highly efficient at a wide range of torque and speed conditions,
as opposed to the turboprop engine which is much less efficient
at low throttle settings. E-taxi operation will be modeled by
using one or both of the electric motors in the powertrain to
drive the one or both of the propellers and carry out the ground
operation through static thrust generated by the propellers. The
electric motors can also be used to power other necessary
subsystems during taxi. The use of E-taxi imposes a lower
bound on the electric motor sizing power, which is computed
based on the critical thrust requirement and the propeller
performance:

Ttaxi = mgµrr +mgγ +ma (19)
CT = fprop(CP , n) (20)

Ttaxi = CT ρn
2
∗D

4 (21)

Ptaxi = CP ρn
3
∗D

5 (22)
n∗ = argmin

n
Ptaxi (23)

where m is the aircraft gross mass at taxi, conservatively
assumed equal to the maximum ramp weight, g is the gravi-
tational acceleration, µrr is the rolling friction coefficient, γ
is the critical uphill slope, a is the critical acceleration, fprop
is the propeller model, CT is the thrust coefficient, CP is the
power coefficient, ρ is the air density, n is the propeller speed,
and D is the propeller diameter. Specifically, γ = 0.015 and
a is computed based on a constant acceleration from 0 to
10 kts in 20 sec. In Eq. (23), the propeller speed is allowed
to vary below what is required by conventional engine-driven
taxi to minimize the shaft power requirement given the thrust
requirement.

IV. INTEGRATED AIRCRAFT AND POWERTRAIN SIZING
AND SYNTHESIS

The architecture and powertrain component models were
integrated with the 50-pax baseline aircraft model developed
in Ref. [4]. All the models, except for the turboshaft model
created in NPSSS, were built in a multi-disciplinary analysis
and optimization environment called Electrified Propulsion
Architecture Sizing and Synthesis (E-PASS), developed by
Cinar [8]. E-PASS is a Matlab-based aircraft sizing and syn-
thesis tool that enables the design and performance evaluation
of conventional and advanced aircraft concepts with any type
of propulsion system architecture. It utilizes the matrix-based
approach described in Section II and the parametric modeling
of the electrified mission operation described in Section III for
the co-design and operation of the aircraft and its powertrain.
The building blocks and the sizing loops of E-PASS are
depicted in Fig. 4. The sizing processes leveraged in this work
were provided in detail in Ref. [3]

A. Sizing of Hybrid Propulsion System

For the parallel hybrid architecture of interest, two top-level
parameters characterize the sizing of the propulsion system:

1) PWR, the total power-to-weight ratio of the aircraft at sea-
level condition, and 2) Λem, the fraction of required sea-level
power to be supplied by the electric motors. Based on the
aircraft gross weight and PWR, the total power required (P0)
from all power sources are first computed. Then, the minimum
required rated power of each power source is computed based
on λem:

Peng,max SLS =
1− Λem

2
P0 (24)

Pem,max =
Λem

2
P0 (25)

Since the electric motors do not drive the propellers in
cruise, a few point performance requirements additionally
constrain the sizing of the turboshaft engines:

• The two engines must be capable of providing specific
excess power of 300 ft/min at cruise altitude at climb
speed;

• The two engines must be capable of providing sufficient
power to sustain level flight at cruise altitude at cruise
speed.

When Λem is sufficiently large, one of these point performance
constraints becomes active, and the engines are upsized ac-
cordingly. In this case, the total power available at sea level
will be greater than P0. Similarly, if E-taxi is used and if
Λem is sufficiently small, then the taxi power requirement
mentioned in Sec. III-D will dictate the sizing of electric
motors.

B. Sizing of the Battery

There are two requirements that determine the size of the
battery: total energy and maximum power. First, the amount of
energy required from the two energy sources, fuel and battery,
is dictated by the operational power management strategy in
terms of discharging rate and duration. The battery must have
a State of Charge (SoC) of at least 20% after executing: 1) E-
taxi, 2) hybrid takeoff, and 3) hybrid climb. As part of the
mission analysis, the required battery energy is calculated as
a sum of energy required to satisfy these three conditions. If
the battery energy is less than the required energy, more cells
are added to the battery pack to meet the energy demand.

Secondly, the battery power is a function of the discharge
current and system voltage. The maximum discharge current,
Imax, depends on the cell level characteristics and the number
of cells connected in parallel inside the battery pack. If the
required current during battery discharge is less than Imax,
then more cells in parallel are added to the battery pack to
meet the power demand.

Battery weight is determined by the cell build-up and weight
model.

V. RESULTS

Figure 5 presents the trends for electric motor rated power,
battery mass, and vehicle climb performance as a function
of climb boost strategy. A low-altitude boost is simulated
where the electric motor power setting (PCem) is varied
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between 50% and 100% and the electric motor switch-off
altitude (h∗) is varied between 12000 and 24000 ft. A constant
electric motor power split Λem = 0.1 is assumed for all
simulations. It can be observed that the battery mass has a
lower bound of approximately 115 kg, which is constrained
by the maximum current limit at takeoff. As PCem increases,
the electric power consumption increases, which ultimately
drives the sizing of the battery. Similarly, as h∗ increases,
the battery energy requirement becomes the driving factor for
battery sizing instead of the maximum current limit. As the
battery becomes larger and heavier, the vehicle takeoff gross
weight becomes higher, which leads to an upsized electric
motor.

Figure 5 also shows the trade-off between battery mass
and climb performance. With the low-altitude boost stratey,
as PCem increases, the sea level rate of climb increases and
the time-to-climb decreases due to higher power available; a
longer climb boost has negligible impact on the sea level rate
of climb, but has a significant impact on time-to-climb. Both
improvements in performance come at a cost of larger battery
and electric motors.

Figure 6 shows the power requirement and propeller speed
for E-taxi with different assumptions of surface slope (γ) and
acceleration (a) as mentioned in Eq. (19). It can be seen that,
while the power requirement for steady taxi is typically in
the range of 10-20 kW for each electric motor, the critical
scenario where the aircraft has to achieve an acceleration
of a = 0.5 kt/sec on an uphill surface for runway crossing
imposes a much higher requirement on the rated power of the
electric motors, which is approximately four times as much as
the steady taxi power. It is also noticed that the optimal pro-
peller speed which minimizes the power requirement during
steady taxi is considerably lower than the propeller speed for
conventional engine-driven taxi (845 RPM based on Ref. [18]),

Fig. 5. Sizing of electrified powertrain and vehicle performance for different
climb strategies

demonstrating the flexibility and optimality of E-taxi.

VI. CONCLUSION
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